In this paper we exhibit a class of Klein]an groups called Koebe groups, and prove that every un]formization of a closed Riemann surface can be realized by a unique Koebe group.
If the isomorphism g--->q~ogoq~ -1 is type-preserving, then ~ is a similarity, and G and G* are called similar; if in addition, q is conformal, then G and G* are called con]ormally similar.
A parabohc element g of a Kleinian group G is called accidental if there is a weak
similarity q, so that ~ogoq -1 is loxodromic (including hyperbolic).
If G is a Kleinian group with invariant component A, and H is a subgroup of G, then H has a distinguished invariant component A( H) ~ A.

A subgroup H of a Kleinian group G with invariant component A is called a ]actor subgroup if H is a maximal subgroup of G statisfying (i) A{H) is simply-connected,
(ii) H with invariant component A(H) contains no accidental parabolic elements, and (iii) every parabohc element of G, whose fixed point lies in A(H), is an element of H.
A Kleinian group G is elementary if A(G) is finite; it is Fuchsian if A(G)is a
circle (or line).
A finitely generated Kleinian group G with an invariant component is called a
Koebe group if every factor subgroup of G is either elementary or Fuehsian.
Statements of results
2.1. Our main result is that every finitely generated Kleinian group with an invariant component is conformally similar to a unique Koebe group. We, in fact, prove a stronger result.
THr.ORE~ 1. Let G be a ]initely generated Kleinian group with an invariant component. Then there is a unique Koebe group G*, and there is a unique (up to elements of SL') con/ormal
similarity between G and G*.
2.2.
We prove this theorem in several steps. In section 5 we use the combination theorems [11, 12] (see section 4) and the decomposition theorem [14] (see section 3) to prove a topological existence theorem.
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In section 7 we combine Theorem 2 with Bets' technique of variation of parameters by quasiconformal mappings [3] to prove the existence part of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 3. Every finitely generated Kleinlan group with an invarian$ component is cou/ormaUy similar to a Koebe group.
In section 10 we prove the uniqueness of Koebe groups.
THEOREM 4. It qJ iS a conformed similarity between Koebe groups, then q~ESL'.
In broad outline, the proof of uniqueness follows Koebe's original proof [7] . The estimates in section 9 for loops invariant under parabolic transformations are new. Also, we do not assume any knowledge of how the groups are constructed, and so we need to know that similarities preserve factor subgroups.
THEOREM 5. Let q and G* be Kleinian groups with invariant components, and let ~p: G~G* be a type-preserving isomorphism. Then H is a/actor subgroup of G if and only if v2(H ) is a factor subgroup of ~p(G).
The proof of Theorem 5 is based on the following generalization of a result in [15] . If Y is a connected subset of ~/G and A is a connected component of p-l(y), then A is precisely invariant under H ffi {g e (7 ] gA = A} in G. In this case, we say that A covers Y, and that H is a covering subgroup of Y.
THE OR E M
In general, for a Kleinian group (7 and subset AcO, H={gEG[gA=A} is called the stabilizer of A in G.
3.2.
For the remainder of this section we assume that G is a given finitely generated Kleinian group with an invariant component A.
Ahlfors finiteness theorem [1] asserts that S-~A/G is a finite Riemann surface (i.e., a closed surface from which a finite number of points have been deleted), and that the projection p: A-~ is branched over at most a finite number of points of S.
3.3. It was shown in [14] that there is a set of simple disjoint loops w 1 ..... w k on S, which divide S into sub-surfaces ]71 ..... Ys, so that the following hold.
(i) Each covering subgroup of each Y~ is a factor subgroup of G; every factor subgroup of G is a covering subgroup of some Y~; two factors subgroups are conjugate in G ff and only if they are covering subgroups of the same Y~.
(ii) If H and H' are factor subgroups of G, then H ~ H' is either trivial, elliptic cyclic or parabolic cyclic. In particular, every covering subgroup of each wj is either trivial, or elliptic cyclic or parabolic cyclic.
(v) Every elliptic or parabolic element of G is contained in some factor subgroup.
3.4. It was also shown in [14] that if we appropriately choose a complete set of nonconjugate factor subgroups, then G can be constructed from these subgroups using weak versions of the combination theorems. We essentially reprove this in section 5.
3.5. The properties listed in 3.3 are obviously invariant under small deformations of the loops wj; in particular, we can assume that each wj is smooth.
Combination theorems
4.1. We state the combination theorems here in the form that we will use them.
Except for conclusion (iv), these are special cases of the results in [11] and [12] . Under more stringent hypotheses, conclusion (iv) is proven in [16] ; that proof is easily adapted to this case. We choose base points 6 on W, and o ~p(~), and after deleting the points of ramification from S to get a subsurface ~', we define the subgroup ~t of ~1(S', o) to be generated by those loops on S' at o, which do not cross w, and whose liftings starting or ending at do not enter B t.
Having chosen base points, there is a natural homomorphism from ~1(S', o)onto 5.
We let 5t be the image of ~t under this homomorphism.
Let H be the stabilizer of W in 5. One sees at once that B t is precisely invariant under H in Gt; in fact, except perhaps for a parabolic fixed point, Bt is precisely invariant under H in 5t.
The loop w divides S into two subsurfaces X 1 and X~, where near W, X 1 =.p(B~) and X~=p(B1). Near W, there is a connected component At of p-l(X~). One sees at once that 5~ is the stabilizer of At in 5. Since A~/5t U (Bt fl ~(H))/H is already a finite Riemann surface, A(Gt)/5t =~:~ is Xt with a disc or punctured disc sewn in along the boundary loop w.
We originally had S cut up into subsurfaces Y1 ..... Ys, by the loops w =Wl ..... wk.
Those of the loops w~ ..... wk which lie in ~:x cut it up into subsurfaces ~1 ..... 1~;. Since each covering subgroup in 51 of each ~t is a factor subgroup of G, one easily sees that it is also a factor subgroup of G r
From the way we have constructed 51, it is clear that if g E 51 doesn't lie in a covering subgroup of some ~, then g is loxodromic, and there is some lifting W 1 of some w t which separates the fixed points of g. We conclude that g does not lie in any factor subgroup of 51, and so the covering subgroups of the ~t are precisely the factor subgroups of 51.
It now follows from our induction hypothesis that 51 is similar to a Koebe group 51"; o~ THE C~SS~CA~O~
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we denote the similarity by ~1: A(G1)-~A(G*) =A*. The same reasoning shows that there is Koebe group G~, and a similarity ~: A(~) A(G2) _~A~.
Since B, is precisely invariant under the cyclic subgroup H in Gt, ~(Bt) is precisely invariant under H* =~toHo~ 1 in G~, and so there is a circular disc contained in ~t(B~)
which is also precisely invariant under H* in G*. After an obvious deformation, we can assume that ~t(B,) is a circular disc.
We normalize G~ and G2* so that B~=~(B1) is Iz I~ I, and so that B~-~I(B~) is ]z I~1. We further normalize and deform ~ and ~ near W so that ~ ]W=ffi~2 ]W. Now H*-~1oHlo~ 1 ~2oH2o~ 1 is a common subgroup of (~* and G* 3"
The only non-trivial hypothesis of 4.3 that we need to verify is that H* is its own normalizer is either G~ or G*. In order to see that H is its own normalizer is either G~ or (~, we look at the covering regions which border on W, and the factor subgroups J~, J~ which stabilize these regions. We easily observe that if H is parabolic and H is not its own norrealizer in (~, then H is not its own normalizer in J~, and so J~ must be elementary. If J~ and J2 were both elementary, then J~ U J~ would also be elementary, contradicting the maximality of J~. We conclude that the hypothesis of 4.3 are satisfied both for the groups G~ and (~2 with common subgroup H and for G* and (~ with common subgroup H*.
One sees at once that the factor subgroups of G* and of G* are factor subgroups of G*, the group generated by G~ and G~ and as above one easily sees that every factor subgroup of G* is a conjugate of one of these. Hence G* is a Koebe group.
We can combine ~ and ~2 to obtain a similarity ~: A-~A*, the invariant component of G*. We define ~ 1~4~=~, i=l, 2, and observe that ~ is continuous across W. We then We let w---~v~, let W~ be some connected component of p-~(w), and we let//1 be the stabilizer of W~ in G; if//1 is parabolic, we adjoin the fixed point of H~ to W~, so that in any case W~ is a simple closed curve. W~ divides 0 into two topological discs; we will call one of them B~.
We choose base points o on w, and ~ on W~, let S~ be as in 5.3, and let ~ be the subgroup of ~(~', o) generated by loops on ~' at o, which do not cross w, and whose li~ings, starting and ending at ~, do not enter B~. Let ~ be the image of ~ in G under the natural homomorphism.
Since w is non-dividing, GI~=G. We let X =S-{w}, so that X has two boundary loops. We observe that X-~A(G1)/G 1 is X with two discs or punctured discs sewn in along the boundary loops. We remark next that the choice of w 1 to minimize the order ~1 guarantees that if H 1 is parabolic, then no factor subgroup of G can be elementary, and so H 1 is its own normalizer in G I. Hence Bt is precisely invariant under H~ in G1, B* is precisely invariant under H* in GI*, g(B1) N/~2 = O for all g E G1, and g*(/~*) fl J~ = O for all g* ~ G*.
We conclude that the hypotheses of 4.4 hold for both G 1 with subgroups//1 and Hz, and for G* with subgroups H* and H*.
Let G* be the group generated by (71" and/*. As in the preceding case, we observe that G* is a Koebe group.
We have ~1 defined on A. We define ~: A-~A*, the invariant component of G*, by 6. Extended Kle'mian groups 6. 1. In what follows we will be dealing with extended Kleinian groups; that is, discontinuous groups of possibly orientation-reversing conformal self-maps of ~.
6.2. We collect here some of the basic facts about Kleinian groups which also hold for extended Kleinian groups. The proofs, which are straightforward generalizations of those in the classical case, are omitted.
Let ~ be an extended Kleinian group. We define the set of discontinuity ~ and the limit set A exactly as in the classical case.
We normalize ~ so that cr E ~ and so that cr is not a fixed point of any element of (~. Then every g E ~ can be represented by a matrix
The isometric circle of g is the circle centered at 9-1(co) with radius le I-1. Every element g E (~ can be written as g = e o r, where r is inversion in the isometric circle of g, and e
is a Euclidean motion. where the sum is taken over all non-trivial elements of 0.
If G is a Koebe group, then there is a natural extended Koebe group ~ ~ G,
where 0 is generated by G together with the reflections in the limit circles of the Fuchsian factor subgroups.
LEMMA 1. 11 G is a Koebe group with invariant component A, and ~ is the extended Koebe group, then A is precisely invariant under G in 0.
Proof. One easily sees that we can write a general element of ~ as r, orn_lo ... orloy where each r t is an inversion in a limit circle C~ of some Fuchsian factor subgroup H t, gEG and r t #rt+ 1.
For each i, we let A~ be the component of Hi, which does not contain A.
Observe that g(A)=A; rlOgl(A)cA1, which is disjoint from A. finitely generated and of the first kind [14] , the spherical diameter of C,-+0, and so z EA(~). 
The ex~Zenee theorem
7.2. Since ~ is a similarity, the dilatation p(z), defined in (1), satisfies /a. g(z) g'(z)/g'(z) =/a(z), (2) for every g E G*.
We let (~* be the extended Koebe group and we define p for z in ~(~*) as follows:
If zEA, then p is defined above.
If z E~((~*), then by Lemma 3, there is a g E (~* with g(z) EA. If g preserves orientation, we define F(z) by (2).
If g reverses orientation, we define F(z) by
where g' (z) =g';.
One easily sees that these definitions are consistent, so that p is well defined.
If z~A(O*), we set/J(z) =0.
The function/~ is measurable and ess sup [p [ < 1. [2] that given p(z) measurable with ess sup IP ] < 1, then there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism w of ~, satisfying (1) , and that if v is any other solution of (1), then v =low, where fESL'. 7.5. Let w be some solution of (1) 
It was shown by Ahlfors and Bers
Similarly if g E (~* is orientation-reversing, then it follows from (3) that (wog)~ =/~(z)(wogL;
hence there is an orientation-reversing conformal transformation ~(g)=wogow -1.
The group G' =~(G*) is a Kleinian group with invariant component A' =w(A)
, and since w is a homeomorphism, ~ is type-preserving; hence w IA* is a similarity.
Elementary factor subgroups are obviously preserved under isomorphisms, and each non,elementary factor subgroup is the stabilizer of its limit set, hence both r 2 and ~-1 preserve factor subgroups. For each Fuchsian factor subgroup H* of G*, there is an inversion r* G(~*, whose fixed point set is A(H*). Hence the fixed point set of ~(r*) is A(~2(H)). Since ~(g*) is an orientationreversing fractional linear transformation, its fixed point set is either finite or a circle. We conclude that G' is a Koebe group. 7.7. Since ~ and w are both similarities, Wow-l: A'-~A is a similarity between G' and G. One computes] that for zEA', (Wow-1)~ =0, and so Wow -1 is a conformal similarity between G' and G. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
8. Isomorphisms 8.1. In this section we prove Theorems 5 and 6. We start with some observations about Fuchsian groups.
L~.~!~A 4..Let ~: G-->G' be a type.trreserving isomorph~m between finitely gener. ated Fucheian groups. Then G and G' are of the same bind.
Proof. It is well known that if G is of the second kind then G can be written as a free product of cyclic groups where every elliptic or parabolic element is a conjugate of some element in one of these cyclic groups. If G is of the first l~ind and purely hyperbolic, then it cannot be decomposed as a non-trivial free product; if it is not purely hyperbolic, then it contains elliptic or parabolic dements gl .... , gn, belonging to distinct conjugacy classes of maximal cyclic subgroups of (7, where gno ... og 1 lies in the commutator subgroup.
LEMMA 5. Let (7 be a/initely generated Kleinian group with an invariant comlaonent. I/ every/actor subgroup o/G is cyclic, then there is a type.preserving isomorphism o/ (7 onto a Fuchsian group o/the second kind.
Proo/. It was shown in [14] that the intersection of any two factor subgroups is a maximal cyclic subgroup of (7, hence in this case the intersection of distinct factor subgroups is trivial. Again using [14] we conclude that we can choose a complete set HI ..... H, of non-conjugate factor subgroups, so that (7 is the free product, in the sense of combination theorem I, of H 1 ..... H,. The construction of a Fuchsian group of the second kind which is a free product of elliptic and parabolic cyclic groups is classical (it is also a straightforward application of 4.3).
8.4. We now prove Theorem 6. Let ~: (74(7' be a type-preserving isomorphism from the finitely generated Kleinian group G onto the Fuchsian group of the first kind G'.
Let A be some component of (7, and let (70 be the stabilizer of A; by Ahlfor's finiteness theorem [1] , (70 is finitely generated and has A as an invariant component.
We first show that (70 contains a non-elementary factor subgroup. If not, then [14] A would be the only component of G 0, so that G O = G. Then by Lemma 5, we would have a type-preserving isomorphism of (7 onto a Fuehsian group of the second kind, which, by Lemma 4, cannot occur. Now let H be a non-elementary factor subgroup of (7. Then there is a type-preserving isomorphism of H onto a Fuchsian group of the first kind, and so by Lemma 4, ~0(H) is of the first kind.
Since ~p(H) and V( (7) are both finitely generated and of the first kind, [(7 : H] < ~, and so A( (7)=A(H).
It was shown in [17] (see also Bers [4] and Kra and Maskit [9] ) that His either quasi- It remains only to show that the latter case cannot occur; we assume it does. Using the Nielsen realization theorem [5] (for proof, see Marden [10] , or Zieschang [18] ), there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism w:O~O, where wogow-l=~v(g), for all gEH.
We assume that G' operates on the upper half plane; we let r denote reflection in the real line, and we let j be some element of G-H. We observe that g-----rowo)oW -1 maps U onto itself, and that for every gE~(H), Xogofl=~(j)ogo~(i-1), which is impossible since y(j) preserves orientation while g reverses orientation.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 6. 8.5. We now prove Theorem 5. We have a type-preserving isomorphism ~: G~G*, and H is a factor subgroup of G. We need to show that ~(H) is a factor subgroup of G*, in 
If the Riemann map does not induce a type-preserving isomorphism on ~(H), then
~p(H) contains a parabolic element g' which is accidental as an element of ~. As in the decomposition theorem, let W be a simple loop which is precisely invariant under the cyclic group generated by g' in/~. Now W separates A(/t) into two non-empty sets, and since g' is not accidental as an element of ,p(H), A(~(H)) is contained in one of them. Hence the fixed point of g' is also the fixed point of some hog*oh -x, where hE/~, and hog*oh -1 ell. Since g' and hog*oh -1 have the same fixed point, they commute. Hence ~p-l(g,) and ~p-l(hog*oh -1) have the same fixed point, and so ~-X(hog*oh -1) EH.
Structure loops
9.1. Throughout this section G is a Koebe group, with invariant component A; 0 is the extended Koebe group; wl ..... w~ is the set of loops on S=A/G; as in 3.3, they divide S into the regions Y1 ..... Ys.
Each connected component of p-l(w~) is, after adjoining a parabolic fixed point if necessary, a simple closed curve, called a structure loop. We define the structure loops so that the set of structure loops is invariant under 0.
The purpose of this section is to prove certain uniform estimates for structure loops.
Since there are only finitely many equivalence classes of structure loops [14] , it will suffice to prove each lemma for a given structure loop W and its translates under 0.
9.2. We will use the following notations and normalizations throughout this section.
Let H be the stabilizer of IV in ~; then H is either finite or parabolic cyclic.
If H is finite, we normalize (~ so that oo ~((~), ~ is not fixed by any element of (~, and so that 1V and all its translates under (~ are nnir bounded.
We decompose (~ into cosets (~=~H, so that the set ~(Hr)~ is precisely the set o~ distinct translates of Hr. We write and let 6~ be the distance from g~l(~) to Hr. Since Hrc ~((~), there is a 6 >0, so that 6~ ~>6. We assume that D has been chosen so that 7 is connected, and so that co ED.
We decompose G into cosets (~ = ~rg~.H; since the set ~(gpo~)-l(~)~, ~EH, is invariant under J~, we can assume that g~l(~)~D. We again write
Since we are interested in unifor--m estimates, it will suffice to consider those translates of W of the form ~(W) ~g~o~(W).
In any ease, we assume as in 3.5 that W is smooth except perhaps at a parabolic fixed point; an easy example shows that the derivative need not be continuous at a parabolic fixed point.
We denote the Euclidean diameter of any set A by dia (A).
In each inequality below, k denotes some positive constant. In the parabolic case, we let ~q be the distance from tog;~(o o) to to~q(W), and we observe that ~o/>k, and ~>//~/ q~O.
We write ~r~(W)=(groQo(to~%t)(t(W)), and observe that Idr I -x is the radius of the isometric circle of (gpot), and so din ~(w) < 2 Jd~ J-%~.
Since D is relatively compact in U-(0},
k-1 < I d~ 1 I~ 1-1 < ~ (6)
Combining (4), (5), and (6), we obtain Proof. We first take up the case that H is finite. Then < I~,1-' ~;'L(W)< kl~,l -* Z(W,). Combining (7) and (8), we obtain
L(g~(W)) dia -1 (g~(W)) < ~L(W) dia-~ (W).
For the case that H is parabolic, we again let 5vq be the distance from tog~l(vo) to to~q(W), and we invert in the isometric circle of gpot to obtain dia Ova(W) ~/t;~ Ida, I-". Iz-tog;l(~176 (10) .It (y) One easily sees that for z E t(y), ]z-tog;'(~)l>~k, and Iz-tog;'(o~)+r+ieql2>~k(r2+o2q~).
Combining (10) and (11), we obtain
L(~po(W)) <~/c]d~[, and L(~rq(W))
We also easily observe that o~o<k, and ~.<klql.
Combining (9), (12) and (13), we obtain We turn next to the parabolic case. We assume first that q ~=0, and that x and y both lie on the same side of t(~). We assume for simplicity that x and y both lie to the right of t(y), that y lies to the right of x, and we first take up the case that ] 
We next consider the case that x and y lie on opposite sides of t(~), or in t(~), and 
The integral on the left in (18) is bounded similarly.
For q=0, and x and y lying on the same side of t(y), then we can simply set q=0 in flS) and (16) . If x and y lie on opposite sides of t(V), or if one or both of them lies in t(~,),
and Ix-y [ < 2, then we integrate along the finite arc of t(W), and we obtain the desired result as in (17) . Similarly, if [x-y [~>2, then we integrate along the infinite arc oft(W), and the desired bound is obtained as in (19).
Finally, the case y--0% or x = oo, can be treated by taking the appropriate limits in (16) , and (19).
10. Uniqueness 10.1. In this section we prove Theorem 4. We assume that G is a Keobe group normalized so that ~ EA, so that ] z [ > 1 is precisely invariant under the identity in G and so that all structure loops lie in Izl < 1. We also assume that we are given a second Koebe group G*, with invariant component A*, and that we are given a conformal similarity ~: A-~A*, between G and G*. We normalize ~ so that near 
e.lt < L(w,) dia
Hence, using Lemmas 6 and 8, we obtain ~< k Z, dia W~ dia ~o(Wv) ~< k(Y., dia' W,) ~tg (Z, dia z ~0(W~)) ~r < oo.
10.7. The circle I z [ = 1 is also considered to be a structure loop; it is contained in some structure region A, for which it is the outer structure loop. The other structure loops on the boundary of A are called the inner structure loops.
For any other structure region A, the outer structure loop is that structure loop on the boundary of A which separates A from 0% the other structure loops on the boundary of A are called the inner structure loops.
We orient all structure loops, including Iz [ = 1 so as to have positive orientation as loops in C. As ~-~0, L(Uo)~O by Lemma 9, and of course the integrand is bounded. Hence letting e-~0 and n-~, we obtain the desired result.
We next consider the case that/~ is extended Fuehsian with limit circle ]z-al=cr.
For Q >o and Q sufficiently small, the circle Iz -a I =~ lies inside the outer structure loop of A, and intersects only finitely many inner structure loops. As in the preceding ease, we replace circular chords of Iz-a I =Q by shorter arcs of structure loops to obtain a new loop Ur lying in the closure of A.
We denote reflection in A(/~) by r. We order the inner structure loops so that the first n lie either outside U e or inside r(Ue) , and we observe that fw r & fvj (z)dz r q~(z)dz fr r As 0-~, the sum on the right converges to the sum over all inner structure loops of .21.
We remark that 9 is continuous across A(/~). For we can extend 9 to be a homeomorphism on D(/~) which conjugates/7 into ~0o/~o9 -z. Using the fact that every point on A(/7) either is a parabolic fixed point, or it can be realized as a nested sequence of translates of some axis in H, we see that 9 is continuous across A(H).
Using Lemma 9 again, the lengths of the loops U o are bounded, and so 
The circle Iz I = 1 is the outer structure loop for some structure region A 1. By Lemma 11, we can replace the integral in (2I) by the sum of integrals over the inner structure loops of A 1. Each of these inner structure loops is in turn an outer structure loop for another structure region. Hence, if we enumerate the structure loops as {W~}, where each W~q 
